
Our range has something for everyone, 
no matter what your experience. Fast, 

durable and powerful. 

See the range - red.equipment

Whether you’re an seasoned paddler or new to SUP, our team of 
experts have created the ultimate paddle range to suit your needs.
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Kiddy Cruiser Tough
Tailored to the needs of younger paddlers 
this model is lightweight with a shorter, 
adjustable shaft that can easily be 
extended as its owner grows. Adjustable 
from 130cm to 170cm.

A reduced shaft diameter means it is 
nicer to use for small hands and the 
ergonomically designed t-grip is smaller 
to fit a younger paddler.

Cruiser Tough
A tough and reliable paddle, 
perfect for beginners 
Meet our Cruiser Tough, a paddle 
designed to take you further. The natural 
flex of a fibreglass shaft enables a gentler 
transfer of energy, ideal for those getting 
into the sport. 
The durability of the nylon blade makes 
it perfect for families, rocky shores or 
sharing amongst friends - an excellent 
starter paddle.

Hybrid Tough
If you are looking for a paddle that is 
more advanced but still durable, this is 
the one for you.
If you’re after a super-durable, carbon 
paddle to deliver unrivalled all round 
performance then our new Hybrid Tough 
is the best paddle for you. The durability 
of the nylon blade combined with the flex 
of the hybrid shaft and overall lightweight 
feel makes the Hybrid Tough an excellent 
paddle for rivers or shallow paddling.

Hybrid Carbon
Lightweight and fast at a great price 
point, available in two colours.
The Hybrid Adjustable SUP Paddle is a 
dynamic, highly responsive paddle that 
utilises a carbon weave for greater strength 
whilst keeping the paddle lightweight and 
super fast. Utilising a hybrid glass fibre and 
carbon laminate to deliver dynamic flex in 
the shaft.

Prime Tough
Lightweight with a tough and durable 
blade, available in two colours.
This performance paddle uses a 100% 
carbon weave for greater strength 
whilst keeping the paddle super light 
and responsive. It is the perfect blend 
of lightweight performance and robust 
durability for harsh environments.
The nylon blade offers a hard wearing finish 
designed for shallow water exploration, 
white water paddling or rocky shorelines. 
Our Prime Lightweight SUP Paddle is 
available in blue and purple, so you can 
match your paddle to your board.

Leash Connection System, designed to keep blade 
and mid section tethered together for convenience 

and easy set up

NEW FOR 2022

Interference Fit Hardware, All paddles are now 
composed of non-glued components meaning every 

piece of your paddle is both replaceable and recyclable.

Prime Carbon
For those looking to advance their paddle 
boarding experience.
Introducing our lightweight, 100% carbon 
paddle offering the perfect weight to power 
ratio. Both the shaft and paddle use a high 
grade carbon weave to deliver more power 
with every paddle stroke. Super-fast and 
highly responsive - the Prime paddle allows 
you to get more out of every session.

Paddle Range

Pieces - 3PC
Blade Area - 465cm2

Paddle Length - 170cm to 220cm
Shaft Material - Glass Fibre
Blade Material - Nylon
Weight - 942g

Pieces - 3PC
Blade Area - 465cm2

Paddle Length - 130cm to 170cm
Shaft Material - Glass Fibre
Blade Material - Nylon
Weight - 883g

Pieces - 3PC
Blade Area - 465cm2

Paddle Length - 170cm to 220cm
Shaft Material - Carbon/Glass
Blade Material - Nylon
Weight - 875g

Pieces - 3PC
Blade Area - 525cm2

Paddle Length - 170cm to 220cm
Shaft Material - Carbon/Glass
Blade Material - Carbon/Glass
Weight - 825g

Pieces - 3PC
Blade Area - 465cm2

Paddle Length - 170cm to 220cm
Shaft Material - High grade carbon
Blade Material - Nylon
Weight - 840g

Pieces - 3PC
Blade Area - 525cm2

Paddle Length - 170cm to 220cm
Shaft Material - High grade carbon
Blade Material - High grade carbon
Weight - 740g


